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Introduction
Military Basic English e-book is designed to cover the basic specialized knowledge
and related military terminology any military performing in an international environment
should have. Its main objective is to equip the military students attending an international
semester with linguistic skills such as reading comprehension, vocabulary development
so the chapters are content-driven rather than skills-driven. It is structured on six chapters,
each covering topics like military formations, branches and ranks, military weapons
and vehicles. It also focuses on leadersꞌ role, leadership principles and human relationships
within the military.
It covers both general and specific military terminology in English providing up to date
information and examples and can be used either independently or within a whole English
language module. At the end of each unit there is a checking understanding section
so as each student could review the specific military terminology and the information related
to a particular issue. The e-book is part of a whole module and focuses on a comprehensive
range of reading and new military terminology and is followed by practical activities in class
that will help students master the necessary skills. The authentic materials were selected
from various reference sources being re-written with a more appropriate level of grammar
and vocabulary since it is more important to present them in a comprehensible form, so that
they are more easily understood by students. The teachers who will use this book in class
may be selective about which language items they will focus on and decide on additional
coverage of the other linguistic skills a participant in an international military theatre
of operations needs.
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Disclaimer on dissemination of the International Semester content
The entire set of materials necessary to run international semester by any EU and NATO
member country military institution responsible for education of junior officers, will be stored
on the servers of the Military University of Land Forces, Wroclaw, Poland.
Due to the content of the developed e-books and e-learning material, it will be only available
for the institutions in the EU responsible for officers’ education. Developed e-books material
consist of specialized instructions and knowledge not intended for disclosure to open public.
Although it is not considered classified material, the courses of the International Semester are
strictly dedicated to the specific audience planned to become military leaders of the armed
forces of the EU and NATO member countries. Due to the nature of their specialized training,
the Program of International Semester addresses some of sensitive parts of their entire military
training and officership education. Therefore, disclosure of the entire content to the unspecified
individuals or entities might affect the effectiveness of law enforcement and/or military forces
of the EU and NATO member states.
All International Semester course/module descriptions are already published and available on
MULF’s website https://www.awl.edu.pl/sp-outcomes/program-of-international-semestr
and EMILYO website www.emilyo.eu
All interested institutions are to contact the General Tadeusz Kościuszko Military University
of Land Forces (MULF) to receive login and password to the hosting server.
After the clearance procedures, MULF generates the login and password to access the package
with the content of the developed International Semester materials.
All institutions responsible for education of junior officers, and interested in using the whole
or part of the developed international semester program, including supporting materials, i.e.
e-books, e-learning content, and more, are welcome to contact MULF anna.zamiarziolkowska@awl.edu.pl or marcin.bielewicz@awl.edu.pl by sending the request form.

